
PRESS RELEASE JMS Fahrzeugteile, A special, refined anniversary model: 
Lowered Golf GTI with Ultralight Project 3.0 at the Essen Motor Show

The VW Golf is not only the compact class car par excellence, but the GTI sports model is 
also virtually the originator of the hot hatches. And more than 40 years after launching its 110 
hp-strong first generation, the GTI is still one of the stars of its kind, with VW regularly 
presenting special versions of it alongside the regular models. For example, from summer 
2011 to autumn 2012 there was the 35 Edition model to tie in with its 35th anniversary. And 
one model from this special edition has now been extensively refined by JMS Fahrzeugteile.

With its striking orange paintwork, visitors at the Essen Motor Show 2019 from November 29 
through December 8 will be able to admire the eye-catching vehicle of Instagram influencer 
bagged_ED35, on display at the JMS/Barracuda Racing Wheels stand 7D23 in Hall 7 and 
presented by Sabrina Doberstein in her role as ambassador for the Barracuda brand.

A set of Barracuda Racing Wheels and 8.5x20" ET43 Ultralight Project 3.0 rims are mounted 
on the Golf’s axles. Their milled side spoke contours in a glowing orange color accent fit 
perfectly to the body and provide a stark contrast to their otherwise black milled finish. The 
tires measure 225/30R20.
 
In addition, JMS installed a diffuser attachment at the rear, while the front spoiler lip and its 
supports on the modified front bumper were undertaken by the owner of the vehicle. Another 
feature that firmly underpins the GTI’s refinement and its wheels in particular is the lowering of
the vehicle’s body, which is all down to a height-adjustable air suspension system.

On the inside, JMS installed a Wiechers club sport roll bar for a sporty appearance, and the 
extensive Gladen hi-fi not only guarantees a perfect sound system, but also looks incredible. 
A big thank you to photographer Jonathan Goerke for the images!

Alongside the Golf GTI and other show cars, the high-quality brands Barracuda Racing Wheels
and Cor.Speed Sports Wheels will both be celebrating a new highlight in the world of rims: the 
Barracuda Project X and the Cor-Speed Kharma rims. A cordial invitation is extended to 
interested media representatives to witness the grand unveiling on the first day of the fair on 
November 29, 2019, where groundbreaking and unique designs await you...
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